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Advanced PHP for Web ProfessionalsPrentice Hall, 2002
The goal of this book is to help you get a better grasp of PHP, to learn some of the less commonly used features, and to help you build some applications that are useful in your work or hobbies. I hope it gives you some ideas on how to make your own applications easier to code and easier to use.


...
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Managing Power Electronics: VLSI and DSP-Driven Computer SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book discusses state-of-the-art power management techniques of
modern electronic appliances relying on such Very Large Scale Integration
(VLSI) chips as CPUs and DSPs.

It also covers specific circuit design issues and their implications,
including original derivation of important expressions.
This book is geared...
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Enterprise JavaBeans Component Architecture: Designing and Coding Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2002
Proven techniques and patterns for enterprise development.

	Design guidelines for EJB 2.0 component architecture
	Powerful patterns for enterprise application design
	Extensive real-world code examples
	Covers every type of component, including message-driven beans


This...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006
Danny Goodman felt that he couldn't trust any of the documentation on Dynamic HTML (DHTML) that he read (too many contradictions), so he wrote this book as a reference for working with his own clients. After testing tags and techniques on multiple releases of the main browsers, Goodman came up with very practical information--some of which you may...
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Math Toolkit for Real-Time ProgrammingCMP Books, 2000
Do big math on small machines Write fast and accurate library functions Master analytical and numerical calculus Perform numerical integration to any order Implement z-transform formulas Need to learn the ins and outs of the fundamental math functions in                                       

Master analytical and numerical calculus with...
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Advances in Mobile Robotics: Proceedings of the Eleventh International Conference on Climbing and Walking Robots and the Support TechnologiesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book provides state-of-the-art scientific and engineering research findings and developments in the area of mobile robotics and associated support technologies. It contains peer-reviewed articles presented at the CLAWAR 2008 conference. Robots are no longer confined to industrial manufacturing environments; rather, a great deal of interest is...
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Engineering of Software: The Continuing Contributions of Leon J. OsterweilSpringer, 2011

	Software engineering research can trace its roots to a small number of highly influential individuals. Among that select group is Prof. Leon J. Osterweil, whose work has fundamentally defined or impacted major directions in software analysis, developmenttools and environments, and software process. His exceptional and sustained contributions...
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ATDD by Example: A Practical Guide to Acceptance Test-Driven DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2012


	There is a curious symmetry to the way this book presents Acceptance Test-

	Driven Development and the way software is developed with ATDD. Just as there

	is an art to picking the specific examples of program behavior that will elicit the

	correct general behavior for the system, there is an art to picking specific examples

	of a...
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Beginning PerlWrox Press, 2012


	That was the subtitle for this book that was sadly, but wisely, rejected. However, it conveys two

	things about this book that I’ve tried to focus on: getting a job and having fun while learning the

	skills you need. Well, as much fun as you can reasonably have while learning how to program.

	Although many books aren’t...
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Google Apps Script: Web Application Development EssentialsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to create dynamic web applications with Google Apps Script and take full advantage of your Google-hosted services. If you have basic coding skills and some JavaScript experience, this practical book shows you how Apps Script works, and provides step-by-step guidance for building applications you can use right away.
...
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Programming in Visual Basic 2010: The Very Beginner's GuideCambridge University Press, 2010

	This is an introduction to programming using Microsoft's Visual Basic.NET 2010. It is intended for novice programmers with little or no programming experience or no experience with Visual Basic. The text emphasizes programming logic and good programming techniques with generous explanations of programming concepts written from a...
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Dreamweaver 8 : The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2005
Available for both the Mac and Windows, Macromedia's Dreamweaver 8 is a professional web design and development program used by millions of Internet professionals to build high-quality static and dynamic database-driven web sites. It offers drag-and-drop simplicity, streamlined HTML coding tools, and powerful database integration...
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